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Internet is something most people take for granted. With the click of a mouse, a virtually 

unlimited amount of information becomes available. Major research projects involving large data 

movement can be sent across the world almost instantly. Through videoconferencing services, 

students can learn a foreign language from a professor who is hundreds of miles away, and a 

patient can see a specialist without having to travel farther than the local hospital.  

 

However, for a rural Oklahoma community, basic Internet can be difficult to access. There are 

students who don’t have Internet in their home and need to utilize the local school or public 

library’s services. What happens if that school or library can’t provide the technology they need? 

 

That’s where OneNet steps in.  

 

OneNet is the state’s Internet service provider, serving over 1,000 organizations and leveraging 

over 2,000 miles of broadband fiber spread throughout the state of Oklahoma. Our backbone 

consists of bandwidths ranging from 1GB to 100GB.  

 

OneNet strives to fulfill a critical role in the success of our state by enabling citizens to cross 

state boundaries and reach around the world. We enhance economic growth by meeting the ever-

expanding technological needs of Oklahoma’s education, research, healthcare and public service 

communities.  

 

Through leading-edge innovation, we are able to envision our customers’ needs even before they 

do and foster early adoption of advanced networking technologies. OneNet intends to educate 

our customers and the citizens of Oklahoma on new opportunities available through the latest 

technological advancements and demonstrate how those technologies can better enable their 

work. We seek to expand our customer base and make our services available to even more 

Oklahomans who need high-speed Internet access. 

 

OneNet’s primary focus is quality of service, and because we focus on a specific customer 

segment, we can afford to give each customer the personal attention and service they deserve. 

OneNet is proud to provide 24/7 availability and responsiveness to those we serve.  

 

We understand how vital our customers are within their communities, and our goal is to facilitate 

their technology needs so they can continue to fill that essential role. Our network and the 

technological advancement it brings provides a higher quality of life for Oklahoma’s citizens by 

meeting the networking needs of those organizations that enrich lives through their service to 

communities across the state. 

 

OneNet fulfills a unique role in Oklahoma’s success by supporting the missions of those 

organizations who serve the citizens of the state. For example, we help higher education 

institutions remain competitive nationally and globally with transformative new solutions for 

education delivery.  



 

We also serve K-12 schools, such as Oklahoma City Public Schools. With OneNet’s help, 

OKCPS was able to deploy Imagine Learning, a language and literacy software the school 

needed for English language learners and special education programs. As a division of the 

Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, education is an important pillar of our 

organization. OneNet is creating the future by facilitating the education of this new generation.  

 

However, like any nonprofit organization, OneNet faces many challenges as we continue to grow 

and innovate.  

K-12 schools in the rural areas of Oklahoma struggle with the Common Core State Standards 

that require high bandwidth Internet connections for testing purposes. These standards also lead 

to new ways of assessing whether the standards are being met; the assessments lead to more 

media-enriched testing, which requires even more bandwidth.  

According to the Common Core State Standards Initiative, “just as media and technology are 

integrated in school and life in the 21st century, skills related to media use (both critical analysis 

and production of media) are integrated throughout the standards.” Providing these schools the 

bandwidth access they need to facilitate this testing is one of OneNet’s challenges. 

 

We have met this challenge head-on with the implementation of the Oklahoma Community 

Anchor Network. In 2010, the State of Oklahoma was awarded $74 million from the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration under the Broadband Technology 

Opportunities Program to fund OCAN.  

 

OCAN expands the state’s existing networks to 33 community anchor institutions, including 

state colleges, universities, hospitals and local libraries. This expanded network reaches 35 

Oklahoma counties and provides 1,005 miles of infrastructure that will support a variety of 

projects. With OCAN’s construction, the fiber path will impact 89 percent of the state’s 

population. 

 

Through OCAN, OneNet will create opportunities for rural Oklahoma communities that simply 

didn’t exist until now. In addition, OCAN will help provide access to basic services in the most 

remote areas of the state and deliver high bandwidth connection K-12 schools need to meet state 

mandates, such as the Common Core State Standards. 

 

OneNet also faces challenges with OCAN.  

 

OCAN is a middle-mile network, connecting communities to each other and the word beyond. 

The new fiber provides greater bandwidth to key community anchor institutions in underserved 

locations. However, although OCAN delivers high-speed broadband to key locations in 

communities, OneNet depends on the local telecommunications companies to provide the last-

mile service to connect other community institutions to the fiber path. We must collaborate with 

the local telecommunications providers to leverage OCAN for their existing middle-mile needs 

and for our desire to serve more community institutions. 

 



We have chosen to address this challenge by building on our established relationships with local 

telecommunications providers and letting them know we want to be the middle-mile provider 

unless it is absolutely necessary that we step into the last-mile position. We are a middle-mile 

network, and we prefer to let the local providers handle last-mile services.  

 

Sometimes it isn’t possible for us to remain solely in our middle-mile position. For example, one 

section of our fiber in Enid goes right under the school parking lot. In order to be good stewards 

of the state funds we have received, we have provided last-mile services and connected them 

directly to OCAN.  

 

In situations such as these, we must assure the local providers that we do not intend to take their 

place as last-mile providers. Our goal with OCAN is to help local providers offer better and 

faster Internet to their local communities and to help bridge the gaps between rural communities 

with higher-speed Internet and greater capacity bandwidth. Maintaining a good relationship with 

the local telecommunications companies of the communities we serve is essential, and it remains 

a challenge even with OneNet’s strategic communication.  

 

Although OneNet encounters the frequent challenges of a growing organization, we resolve 

many issues quickly and efficiently. Our team becomes closer every day as we learn to work 

together and communicate to accomplish things. We look to the future and innovate, so we can 

stay on the leading edge of technology. OneNet is totally unique in the state, and we’re proud of 

all we’ve done and all we continue to do for the people of Oklahoma. 

 


